
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Joint Business Relationship between Service Layers and Keyp 

Keyp GmbH (Keyp) and Service Layers GmbH enter a joint business relationship to provide the 
industry’s first white-label Identity Terminal to enterprise customers. Combining their leading 
position in system integration for Identity and Access Management (IAM) solutions and a new, 
ground-breaking identity protocol, Service Layers and Keyp can acquire new projects in the growing 
market for IAM. 

The Relationship 

The joint business relationship (JBR) enables Keyp and Service Layers to work together closer, to 
deliver a shared solution that leverages Keyp's Identity Terminal and Protocol and Service Layers’ 
expertise in delivering IAM consulting, integration projects and associated services for corporate 
clients. Both companies collaborate to provide security and data privacy enhancing solutions that at 
the same time boost convenience and significantly reduce operating cost. 

Keyp and Service Layers have already worked together before the JBR to advance technology and 
solutions in the IAM space. Service Layers’ integration expertise for example was used in the creation 
process of the Keyp Terminal.  

 



 
The Combined Benefits 

With Keyp’s white-label Identity Terminal and Service Layers' leading IAM services, clients now can 
get a simplified and revolutionary solution to fully manage and secure digital accesses. They benefit 
from the knowledge of more than 250 highly-trained professionals dedicated to Identity and Access 
Management and the experience many DAX 30 and Euro Stoxx 50 companies rely on. 

Combining Keyp’s infrastructure with Service Layers’ experience in Identity and Access Management 
(IAM) as well as business consulting and cloud-based IAM services provided by sister company xdi360 
GmbH can offer all-round and custom-fit services for all the customer’s needs. xdi360, as well as 
Service Layers, is part of iC Consult group and has many years of experience in consulting, designing 
and implementing innovative solutions in the areas of Customer, Connected Car and Digital Business. 
Amongst its clients are companies like Porsche, BMW Group and Allianz.  

“Our aim is to provide a secure and verified digital identity for every citizen through a decentralized 
identity infrastructure which is controlled by the user“, Maximilian C. Moehring, Co-Founder and CEO 
of Keyp explains. “The sharing of data or identity attributes such as age, gender etc., are always 
under the full control of their owner.“  
 
"Nowadays, it is essential for companies to guarantee the security of user data at all times while 
being able to respond flexibly to changing customer requirements. With Keyp's Terminal solution, we 
have the opportunity to offer our customers an even more personalized service", says Karsten 
Klinger, CEO Service Layers GmbH. “We see Keyp as a major game changer. Its solution will allow the 
user to manage their profile directly on their smartphone and to bundle various procedures for 
identity verification. We firmly believe in the success of Keyp and therefore wanted to be their first 
integrator.” 
 
 
ABOUT KEYP 
Founded in 2017, the Munich-based start-up develops the world's first Identity Terminal, which 
connects any number of identity solutions and can be integrated into any identity management 
system. As part of an independent and decentralised digital identity infrastructure, it provides the 
fastest, most straightforward way to conduct legally compliant identity checks. The Keyp ecosystem 
connects providers of identity solutions that verify individual identity attributes with providers of 
digital offers. Each user “keeps” control of their own “key” to the digital world. 
 
ABOUT SERVICE LAYERS 

Service Layers was founded in 2017 as a subsidiary of iC Consult, a leading systems integrator 
specialised in Identity and Access Management solutions for global organisations. Our services cover 
Strategy and Architecture, through to Implementation and Customisation for all aspects of IAM, 
including Provisioning, Governance, Single Sign-On as well as Customer Data Management, Internet 
of Things and API Management. We have a proven track record of delivering customer success with 
over 30 IAM products, across 1000+ projects.  

Our clients are global corporations 
Major DAX 30 and Euro Stoxx 50 companies rely on our expert services, provided by over 250 
consultants. 

Part of a strong community 
Service Layers GmbH is part of iC Consult Group that operates in Germany, Austria, Switzerland, UK 
and USA.  
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